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Association pour la protection du Lac Heney 
Association for the protection of Lake Heney 

Directors’ Meeting 
7:00 pm, Feb 26th, 2013 

UOR, 251 Bank St., Second Floor 
Minutes 

  
Attendance

Present: Absent: 
Chuck Gaudreau, Chair   
Denis Levesque 
Erin Stratton 
Tom McKenna  
Kevin Bell  
Gerry Webb  
Michael Wolfson 
 

Don Ford  
John O’Brien  
Shawn Aaron  
Ashwin Shingadia 
John Rayner 
(Foundation) 
 

Gerry Holt 
Colin McCorriston  
Allan O’Brien 
Pierre Séguin 
Allan Darling  
Ray Moffatt 
 

  
 

 
1. Opening Remarks/Approval of the Agenda 

The Agenda, as amended (to include an update on logging (CP) and removal of the History 
Project update), was approved on a motion by Shawn and seconded by Kevin.  

 
Michael moved to use Association funds to hire Marc Cerré to provide an estimate of the 
impact of the tax assessments on cottagers at a cost of approx. $500. Tom seconded the 
motion and there were no objections. Action: Chuck to submit a formal request to Marc 
Cerré to provide an estimate of the impact of municipal land evaluations on tax 
assessments for the cottagers on Heney Lake.  
 

2. Minutes of previous meetings 
Minutes of the meeting held on Jan 14th were adopted on a motion by Denis Levesque and 
seconded by Shawn Aaron.  
 
President Chuck reported that he organized fact finding meetings about the land transaction 
on Baie des Morts. It was clear that Pierre S. had a conflict of interest in this matter.  

 
3. Business Arising from previous meeting (see committee updates) 

 
4. Treasurer’s Report 

Denis sent an email, reporting that there is $36,812.63 in the Association account and a total 
of 171 paid members at the end of February.  

 
5. Association Committees 

• State of the Lake (Comité Paritaire) 
Kevin provided an overview of the Feb 25the meeting with Dr. Carignan at MDDEFP offices.  
Chuck, Kevin, Michael, Tom, and John R. were in attendance. The 5 main points were as follows: 
1) Phosphorus: The average epilimnetic (0-7m) total phosphorus concentrations have 
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decreased. Dr. Carignan indicated why nitrogen is important as it controls uptake of 
phosphorus and the release of cyanobacteria.  
2) Oxygen: 2012 saw some improvement in dissolved oxygen in the deeper waters (hypolimnion)  
below the 10-15m level. It appears to be back to 1987 levels. The increases are noted only for 
September, but now in August there is more oxygen, so there is a good chance we could re-
introduce Lake Trout (Touladi).  Dr. Carignan expressed interest in talking with people in the 
MRN.   
 
3) Tributaries: The only difference from the previous study was up at Lac la Barbue in terms 
of phosphorus loading, where there has been logging in the area. Heney has twice annual 
loading of phosphorus than the Laurention lakes he studies, but he did not explain why. The  
saw mill has been closed, so run off from that tributary and is a non-issue.  
 
4) Iron: The general loading of iron was the same in 2009 as it was in 2011.  
 
5) Future Recommendations: Dr. Carignan indicated we should continue to monitor (TP, Total 
Nitrogen, Nitrate (hypolimnic), chlorophyll, dissolved oxygen for fish) on a monthly basis in 
2013 and then go to every other year.  He seemed more positive about the prospect of 
continuing to monitor Lake Heney and should be able to give us an answer in a week. Action: 
Kevin will request that Dr. Carignan continue the lake monitoring and analysis for another 
year. 
Conclusions: We need to pay attention to 3 sources of phosphorus: the cottagers, forestry, 
and agriculture. Dr. Carignan couldn’t tell us how our lake compares to other lakes in the 
Outaouais as he mainly studies lakes in Laurentions.  The reason the lake is low in iron is that 
it is on marble and it may be worthwhile to do a paleolimnological study to determine if Heney 
has always been low in iron.  Michael expressed concern that Dr. Carignan is not giving us an 
answer regarding what to do next.   
 
Kevin indicated that Dr. Carignan expressed an interest in mapping the macrophytes as it is 
surprising that the increased water quality has not resulted in an increase in weed growth.  
There was discussion around whether we would want to proceed with this study and if we 
should contact the Ministry responsible for fishing (MRN). Dr. Carignan may not be the right 
person for this research as he is not a biologist.  We should seek advice from Julie Deschênes 
and Henri Fournier. Tom/Kevin would like to meet with Henri Fournier for this type of project. 
Tom responded to question of why we need to know about spawning grounds as we would need 
to know where spawning beds are located to support reintroduction of fish species.  Kevin 
reported that the Mayor of LSM said that the Ministry is closing all lakes for winter fishing in 
the region.   Action: Chuck and Kevin to discuss how to get in touch with Julie Deschênes 
at MRN to get advice on a follow up to the fisheries study (spawning grounds).  
Shawn suggested that we should have a biologist look at the oxygen study before we study the 
spawning grounds. Don questioned the appropriateness of using association funds to study 
spawning grounds, but other directors commented that this was well within the APLH’s 
mandate of supporting a healthy lake. Michael suggested the Association champion a biologist 
in the Municipality, which was supported by the directors, but someone has to take on the 
task.  
 
Tom indicated that we need to focus our activities on 1) the reduction of phosphorus by doing 
more than just reminding people at the AGM, such as conducting a door to door campaign, and 
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2) drawing attention and seeking information on logging activities in the watershed and 
questioning why the Ministry is allowing logging. 
 
Tom indicated that there are two levels of forest management: 1) on crown owned lands 
(MRNF) and 2) on privately owned lands governed by municipalities. Tom requested the 
Provincial Forest Management Plan which indicates the areas in the watershed that are planned 
for forestry management. The deadline for comments has passed. Chantal Picard agreed with 
Tom that an area on the map was within the Lake Heney watershed, so a letter was written to 
the MNRF indicating that the watershed was sensitive. Tom indicated that the worst areas in 
the watershed for logging are coming out of Lac à la Barbue, the Long lake watershed and Lac 
Desormaux areas. Dr. Carignan said forestry is a no-no in the watershed. Logging is taking 
place as logging trucks were seen on Chemin des Frères. There was discussion about how best 
to share information with the municipality about the risk of logging in the watershed. We still 
are not sure that the iron treatment was a long term solution and logging could lead to 
deterioration of the lake affecting the Municipalities’ tax base.  
Action: Chuck to contact the Municipality of Gracefield to ask them for forestry plans or 
logging rights on private lands (municipality controlled) within the watershed and history 
for the past 5 years.ABV-7 head should be involved in this issue, if we can help them. 
 
Dr. Carignan provided 3 latest environmental reports which are really covering 2011 and the 
2012 reports will come in August. There was discussion about the need to get his 
calculations and analytical chemistry methods. We know his sampling methods.  
 
• Website Design 
Denis provided an update on contract award to Bectin, which the committee picked because it 
was felt that it was the best value for the best price. The company has started developing the 
new website and is in process of transferring old content to the new software. It is expected 
to take 4 to 6 weeks for completion. It was moved by Kevin, seconded by John R. to 
nominate Ashwin who had volunteered to be the contact between Bectin and Association. 
This was unanimously approved. Once the technology is in place, we still have to go through 
the process of building content.  They will share a draft of the website once they have it.  
 
Chuck mentioned that Rock Radovan, who was to purchase a cottage at lac Heney in March, is 
interested in being a member of the board. He has indicated his skills include being webmaster 
for another association. We can recruit him as another board member at the next AGM.  
 
• Municipal Affairs 
Preparation for March tax reassessment notices: On the LSM side of the Lake, assessments 
do not seem to have gone up by very much. Those people that missed appealing the last time 
and need help to appeal this time will be interested getting some help from the Association.  
It is important to get the proper form from the MRC.  
Action: Chuck to draft e-bulletin with the steps to appealing the property tax 
assessments and will send to Gerry Holt for distribution.  
 
 
There was discussion around whether we should send out a mailing on tax info for APLH 
marketing purposes. The list of cottagers around the lake is out of date.  Should we go to the 
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municipalities for tax roll? It is unclear whether both municipalities would give us the 
information. Consensus was that we need to knock on doors of new neighbours.  
 
Baie des Morts property owned by Gracefield: The land transaction appears to be stopped for 
the time being. The Ministry of the Environment has not given the Municipality permission to 
sell the land. John Rayner reported that Foundation did have a meeting, the result of which 
was to send a letter to GM Gauthier, Director General Ville de Gracefield, and to the Ministry 
of the Environment seeking information on the land transaction. A letter drafted by the 
lawyer was sent and arrived at noon on day of the scheduled council meeting. The Ministry has 
no record of receiving a request from the Municipality, but the letter alerts them to the 
dubious nature of the transaction and the control measure that still has 14 years to run. The 
letters were received by the DG of Gracefield and nothing was approved at the Council 
meeting. Subsequently, we heard that the Ministry had not approved the land swap. The Mayor 
of Gracefield agreed transaction is dead, but is looking at the prospect of re-zoning the land.  
A special thanks to Jeff Clarke for finding the lawyer who is the litigator that helped Cantley 
oppose the dump development.   The lawyer drafted a very proper, precise and strong letter. 
He was clear that it should be sent to the Director General and not the Mayor. The letter was 
delivered by bailiff.  John had to put up $5000 for a retainer, but he is being reimbursed by 
the Foundation. We would like to get some formal confirmation that the deal is cancelled.  
 
Kevin reported on the Strategic Development Planning Meeting in LSM. Kevin indicated he 
attended session with Pierre Calvé. The major municipal priorities discussed included: 
municipal infrastructure, the environment, and economic development. 
 

6. Other Business 
 

7. Date of the next meeting 
April 9th is confirmed.  

 
            The meeting adjourned at 9:27pm.   
 
EKS 
2013-02-26 
 
Action Items: 
• Chuck to submit a formal request to Marc Cerré to provide an estimate of the impact of 

municipal land evaluations on tax assessments for the cottagers on Heney Lake.  
• Kevin will request that Dr. Carignan continue the lake monitoring and analysis for another year. 
• Chuck and Kevin to discuss how to get in touch with Julie Deschênes at MRN to get advice on a 

follow up to the fisheries study (spawning grounds).  
• Chuck to draft e-bulletin with the steps to appealing the property tax assessments and will send 

to Gerry Holt for distribution.  
• Chuck to contact the Municipality of Gracefield to ask them for forestry plans or logging rights 

on private lands (municipality controlled) within the watershed and history for the past 5 years. 
 


